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?????
With the help of this easy-to-use refresher guide, environmental engineers and scientists can brush up on mathematical methods for solving a
wide range of environmental problems. The book presents many examples specifically related to environmental problems--and includes tips
and short cuts for getting numerical answers to quantitative problems. 75 illustrations.
????:Morse theory
What is the probability that something will occur, and how is that probability altered by a change in an independent variable? To answer these
questions, Tim Futing Liao introduces a systematic way of interpreting commonly used probability models. Since much of what social
scientists study is measured in noncontinuous ways and, therefore, cannot be analyzed using a classical regression model, it becomes
necessary to model the likelihood that an event will occur. This book explores these models first by reviewing each probability model and then
by presenting a systematic way for interpreting the results from each.
????????
Applied Calculus for Business, Economics, and the Social and Life Sciences, Expanded Edition provides a sound, intuitive understanding of
the basic concepts students need as they pursue careers in business, economics, and the life and social sciences. Students achieve success
using this text as a result of the author's applied and real-world orientation to concepts, problem-solving approach, straight forward and
concise writing style, and comprehensive exercise sets. More than 100,000 students worldwide have studied from this text!
????????????????,???????,???,????,????,??????.?????????,?????,???????????????????????.???????,??,???,????????????,????????,????
??????????????.
"The Student Handbook is designed to provide students with ready access to information, with problem-solving techniques and study skill
guides that enable them to utilize the information in the most efficient manner." -- Amazon.com.
Calculus for Business, Economics, and the Social and Life Sciences, Brief VersionMcGraw-Hill Education
Functions, graphs, and limits. Differentiation: basic concepts. Additional applications of the derivative. Exponential and logarithmic funtions.
Integration...
A world list of books in the English language.
??:Analysis in Euclidean space, 1975
Interest in economics is at an all-time high. Among the challenges facing the nation is an economy with rapidly rising unemployment, failures
of major businesses and industries, and continued dependence on oil with its wildly fluctuating price. Americans are debating the proper role
of the government in company bailouts, the effectiveness of tax cuts versus increased government spending to stimulate the economy, and
potential effects of deflation. Economists have dealt with such questions for generations, but they have taken on new meaning and
significance. Tackling these questions and encompassing analysis of traditional economic theory and topics as well as those that economists
have only more recently addressed, 21st Century Economics: A Reference Handbook is intended to meet the needs of several types of
readers. Undergraduate students preparing for exams will find summaries of theory and models in key areas of micro and macroeconomics.
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Readers interested in learning about economic analysis of an issue as well students embarking on research projects will find introductions to
relevant theory and empirical evidence. And economists seeking to learn about extensions of analysis into new areas or about new
approaches will benefit from chapters that introduce cutting-edge topics. To make the book accessible to undergraduate students, models
have been presented only in graphical format (minimal calculus) and empirical evidence has been summarized in ways that do not require
much background in statistics or econometrics. It is thereby hoped that chapters will provide both crucial information and inspiration in a nonthreatening, highly readable format.
??????:????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????30???????,???????????????,?????????????,????????????????
Calculus for Business, Economics, and the Social and Life Sciences, Brief Edition provides a sound, intuitive understanding of the basic
concepts students need as they pursue careers in business, economics, and the life and social sciences. Students achieve success using
this text as a result of the author's applied and real-world orientation to concepts, problem-solving approach, straight forward and concise
writing style, and comprehensive exercise sets. More than 100,000 students worldwide have studied from this text!

?????????????
???????????????,????????????????????????????????,?????????????
University-level mathematicians--whether focused on research or teaching--recognize the need to develop effective ways
for teaching undergraduate mathematics. The Mathematics Department of the Korea Advanced Institute of Science and
Technology hosted a symposium on effective teaching, featuring internationally distinguished researchers deeply
interested in teaching and mathematics educators possessing established reputations for developing successful teaching
techniques. This book stems from that symposium.
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